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Wave-number spectrum of electrocorticographic signals
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A physiologically based continuum model of corticothalamic electrodynamics is generalized and used to
derive the theoretical form of the electrocorticographic~ECoG! wave-number spectrum. A one-dimensional
projection of the spectrum is derived, as is the azimuthally averaged two-dimensional spectrum for isotropic
and anisotropic cortices. The predicted spectra are found to consist of a low-k plateau followed by three
regions of power-law decrease, which result from filtering of the electrical activity through physical structures
at different scales in the cortex. The magnitude of the maximum theoretical power-law exponent is larger for
the two-dimensional~2D! spectrum than for its 1D counterpart. The predicted spectra agree well with experi-
mental data obtained from 1D and 2D recording arrays on the cortical surface, enabling the structures in the
brain that are important in determining spatial cortical dynamics to be identified. The cortical dispersion
relation predicted by our model is also investigated, providing insight into the relationships between temporal
and spatial brain dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electroencephalogram~EEG! and electrocorticogram
~ECoG! are recordings of brain electrical activity from ele
trodes on the scalp and the cortical surface respectiv
These have been widely investigated in the temporal dom
for a variety of brain states and disorders@1–10#.

In the spatial domain, research has been mostly con
trated on topographic studies of power@11–14#, the question
of how the brain correlates different aspects of a sin
stimulus@15,16#, and spatial coherence@3,17,18#.

We are concerned here with the wave-number conten
brain activity, which has received relatively little attentio
despite its potential to provide insight into brain functio
from a new perspective. Some authors have recorded
wave-number content of activity in the brain, both from ele
trodes on the scalp@19–21# and from electrodes on the co
tical surface@22–24#. The former have been shown to giv
good agreement with a scalp wave-number spectrum w
was theoretically derived using a neurophysical continu
model of cortical dynamics@25#.

Here we extend the above model to analyze the wa
number spectrum on the cortical surface, which is parti
larly useful for investigation of the small scales that are
accessible from the relatively coarsely resolved scalp spe
Derivation of the wave-number spectrum represents one
plication of the model, which is also able to reproduce ma
of the temporal characteristics of the EEG, such as the s
tral peaks@26–28#, evoked response potentials~ERPs! @28#,
trends seen in various states of arousal@29#, and certain sei-
zure onsets and dynamics@30#. It has also addressed mod
effects arising from cortical boundary conditions@27#, and
spatial coherence and correlations@31#. In the reverse direc-
tion, an individual’s frequency power spectrum can be fit
to the model and the underlying physiological paramet
thereby deduced@30,32#.

Second, we investigate the cortical dispersion relation
it arises in our model. The existence of a dispersion rela
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for waves in the brain was postulated decades ago@33–35#
and has since been studied by various authors@21,36,37#. We
investigate it within the context of our model with an aim
shedding light on both its detailed structure and how it int
relates the temporal and spatial components of brain acti

Third, we compare the predicted cortical spectra with d
obtained from two ECoG experiments@23,24#. We restrict
our comparison to data taken from neocortical arrays, si
the olfactory bulb and paleocortex which feature in so
experiments@22,24# have different anatomical structure an
exhibit some different behaviors@13# from the neocortex
upon which the cortical part of our model is based.

In Sec. II of this paper our model is briefly outlined.
brief discussion of the spatial scales in the brain follows
Sec. III. The resulting considerations are included in
model in Sec. IV, where the spatial spectra are derived
both the two-dimensional~2D! case and its projection ont
one dimension. In Sec. V the features of the predicted spe
are investigated analytically, and the dispersion relation
discussed. The predictions are compared with experimen
Sec. VI for both the 1D and 2D spectra.

II. CORTICOTHALAMIC MODEL

In this section, we summarize the corticothalamic mo
developed previously. The cortex is modeled as a 2D sh
which is motivated by its relative thinness. Cortical bounda
conditions are neglected, thus the cortex is effectively m
eled as an infinite sheet, an approximation which has yiel
good agreement with observed spectra using this model@27#.
The implications of neglecting boundary conditions are d
cussed more fully in Sec. III.

The model assumes randomly interconnected excita
and inhibitory neurons. Scales below a few tenths of a m
limeter are averaged over to yield a continuum treatment
extends from this scale to that of the whole cortex, as
similar models@21,38–41#. Thus, the firing rates of signal
emitted by single excitatorye or inhibitory i neurons, which
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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depend on their individual cell-body potentials, are avera
to give local mean values of the outgoing pulse fieldfa ,a
5e,i . The propagating pulse field densityfa is then propor-
tional to measured large-scale potentials, such as the EC

The mean rate of generation of neuronal pulse density
a sigmoidal dependence on the mean local cell-body po
tial, which we approximate here by a linear function on t
assumption that deviations from the steady state are sma
large scales in normal, nonseizure states. This approxima
has been found to yield excellent agreement with obser
frequency spectra@29#.

The local mean cell-body potentialVa of neurons of type
a in the cortex is a function of inputs from other cortic
neurons, and from excitatory subcortical neurons. Incom
activity is received in the dendritic tree and filtered as
travels along the dendrites to the cell-body. Thus, the c
body potential of a neuron of typea5e,i can be written in
Fourier space as

Va~k,v!5(
b

La~v!Gabfb~k,v!, ~1!

whereb5e,i ,s and theGab are dimensionless gains repr
senting the response strength in neuronsa due to a unit sig-
nal incident from neurons of typeb. The quantityLa is a
dendritic low-pass filter function which accounts for the te
poral delay and smearing of the incoming signal as it trav
along the dendritic tree to the cell-body. It can be writt
@42# as

La~v!5~12 iv/a!21~12 iv/b!21, ~2!

whereb anda are inverse rise and decay times of the de
dritic potential, respectively.

Outgoing pulses from each neuron propagate along
axonal tree at a velocityv'10 m s21. This propagation can
be described by damped wave equations for the fieldsfa
@42#. In Fourier space one finds

Da~k,v!fa~k,v!5Va~k,v!, ~3!

where

Da~k,v!5k2r a
21~12 iv/ga!2, ~4!

ga5v/r a is a measure of the damping, andr a is the mean
range of axonsa.

Most subcortical signalsfs arrive at the cortex from the
relay nuclei of the thalamus. The thalamocortical connec
ity assumed in the model is shown in Fig. 1, involving t
cortex, the thalamic relay nuclei, and the thalamic reticu
nucleus. The~roughly 15! relay nuclei convey sensory infor
mation to relevant areas of the cortex@43#. These nuclei also
receive signals from the cortex which they topographica
feed back to it. The thalamic reticular nucleus receives e
tatory inputs from both thalamic relay and cortical neuro
Its output is inhibitory and acts solely on relay nuclei.

With reference to Fig. 1, we see that subcortical inputfs
to the cortex is a filtered combination of subthalamic inp
fn and a feedback signal originating fromfe in the cortex.
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If the time taken for a signal to travel from the corte
through the thalamus and back ist0, we can write@28#

fs~k,v!5P~v!fn~k,v!1S~v!fe~k,v!, ~5!

where

P~v!5
LsGsn

12LsGsrLrGrs
eivt0 /2, ~6!

S~v!5
LsGsrLrGre1LsGse

12LsGsrLrGrs
eivt0, ~7!

andfn is approximated as spatiotemporal white noise.
Incorporation of Eqs.~5!–~7! into Eq. ~1!, followed by

elimination of Va from Eq. ~1! and ~3!, yields the transfer
functions@28#

fe~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

LeGesP

12LiGii

1

k2r e
21q2r e

2 , ~8!

f i~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

DeLiGis

DiLeGes

fe

fn
, ~9!

where

q2r e
25~12 iv/ge!

22
LeGee1LeGesS

12LiGii
. ~10!

III. SCALES IN THE CORTEX

In this section we discuss the structures in the cor
which could contribute to spatial filtering at various scale
and hence deduce that an additional population of neur
should be introduced into our model with characteris

FIG. 1. Diagram of corticothalamic connections showing t
cortex, reticular nucleus, and relay nuclei. The cortex is extensiv
connected to itself, and also projects to and receives project
from the thalamus. There are two loops through the thalamu
direct loop passing only through the relay nuclei, and an indir
loop which also passes through the reticular nucleus. There is
an intrathalamic loop. Corticothalamic gains are indicated on
diagram.
2-2
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 67, 051912 ~2003!
range of a few millimeters, which is the approximate leng
of recurrent collaterals, the local axons which emanate fr
otherwise long-range excitatory pyramidal neurons.

At global scales, the physical size of the cortex affects
dynamics. As such, we would expect the boundary con
tions to play a role in determining the form of both wav
number and frequency spectra for very smallk. The extent
of their influence on the dynamics of this model has be
investigated in previous work@27# and the parameter, wave
number, and frequency regimes in which their effects
significant have been identified, which correspond to wh
damping is the weakest. It was concluded that, for most
alistic parameters, detailed boundary conditions are not v
important in determining the form of the power spectru
produced by this model, in contrast to some other model
which boundary conditions play a more critical role in d
terming dynamics because damping is intrinsically we
@21#. In our model, we have shown empirically that und
most circumstances boundary conditions may be igno
@27#. We therefore model the cortex as infinite in the pres
work. Note that in any case the wave-number range co
sponding to the ECoG is well above the global scale, so
comparisons with the ECoG experiments in Sec. VI sho
be unaffected by cortical boundary conditions. For sma
brains, such as the rabbit brain, boundary conditions m
have a greater influence on dynamics, probably enhan
spectral power at low frequencies@27#. At the large wave
numbers corresponding to the ECoG, however, these eff
should be minimal.

Below global scales, there are structures such as pro
nent sulci~the ‘‘grooves’’ visible when the brain is viewed a
a whole! and gyri ~located between the sulci!, and their as-
sociated lobes. The details of the convolutions are expe
to have minimal effects on the cortical dynamics@21,27#,
even considering the fact that long-range axons can
across fissures@21#, because of the relative insensitivity o
the model to boundary conditions. As such, the details of
cortical convolutions are ignored in the present study, ho
ever, the increase in effective cortical size as a result of
folding is incorporated by inclusion of a cortical folding p
rameter.

The ranges of excitatory connections vary from short
long scale and can reach'40 cm in length, following a dis-
tribution with an exponential fall off peaked atr e
55 –10 cm@21,44#. These filter out the excitatory compo
nent of the observed cortical power abovek'1/r e @25#, and
are included in our model. Shorter-scale inhibitory conn
tions of average ranger i'0.1 mm are also included in ou
model. These filter out the remaining inhibitory power abo
k'1/r i .

Excitatory and inhibitory neurons, however, are each a
associated with two other scales that are not included in
model. These are the width of the arborization column
incoming ~afferent! signals, and the extent of their outgoin
~efferent! collateral systems; that is, their input and outp
scales. For inhibitory neurons, the input and output scales
both well below the range of validity of the continuum a
proximations made in the model~a few tenths of a millimeter
and above!, and any detail at these lengths is averaged o
05191
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For excitatory neurons, however, this is not the case.
Incoming excitatory signals do not target a single corti

neuron, but extend over a region'0.3 mm in diameter@21#.
This input scale of excitatory neurons is sometimes refer
to as a cortical column@21#. An excitatory population at this
scale has been included in our model in previous work@28#
where it was shown to be indistinguishable in practice fro
the inhibitory population except for sign, with the net effe
depending only on the weighted sum. For simplicity of n
menclature we denote the net effect of the two populati
with a single subscripti and refer to it as inhibitory, but note
here that it includes the dynamics of any excitatory neu
population with mean axonal range&0.3 mm.

We now consider the output scale of excitatory neuro
This refers to the fact that a given excitatory neuron does
project only to distant regions in the brain, but has a num
of recurrent collaterals which output locally. They are typ
cally thought to extend over a couple of millimeters@21#,
though work on the monkey cortex has found collateral s
tems which exceed 6 mm@45,46#. This scale is often termed
a macrocolumn@21#, and is not included in the above versio
of our model. We include it here and gauge its effect on
spatial spectrum.

The details of structures at smaller scales than those
cussed above are well outside the scope of this model, w
averages over all details at scales below a few tenths
millimeter. Such structures include not only the input a
output ranges of inhibitory neurons, but all other cellu
details such as the size of individual cells, axon, and dend
diameters, etc.

IV. GENERALIZED MODEL

In this section, we include the excitatory recurrent coll
erals by introducing a second excitatory population with
range of a few millimeters. We use the resulting trans
functions to derive the form of the wave-number spectr
on the cortical surface for both the full 2D wave vector spe
trum and its 1D projection.

We denote the additional population with the subscriptm.
The derivation of the new model equations follows that
Rennieet al. @28# who also included a third neuron popula
tion, although different in detail.

The transfer equations for the three populations are

fe~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

LeGesPlM

k2r e
21qe

2r e
2 , ~11!

fm~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

DeLmGms

DmLeGes

fe

fn
, ~12!

f i~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

DeLiGis

DiLeGes

fe

fn
, ~13!

where

l5
1

12LiGii 2LmGmm
, ~14!
2-3
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q2r e
25~12 iv/ge!

22l~LeGee1LeGesS!, ~15!

M5
DeLmGmmDi~12Dm!1DeDmLiGii ~12Di !

det
11,

~16!

det5DeDmDi2~LeGee1LeGesS!DmDi

2DeDiLmGmm2DeDmLiGii . ~17!

Note that the axon lengthr i is sufficiently small thatDi
'1, which allowed the approximationM51 to be made in
previous work on the wave-number spectrum using t
model @25#. In the present work, the spatial extent of recu
rent collateralsr m is too large to justify this approximation

A. 1D spectrum

The 1D projected spectrum on the cortical surface
given by

Pa~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

ufa~k,v!u2dky , ~18!

for each of the populationsa5e,m,i . The observable poten
tial is a linear combination of each of these populatio
which also gives rise to cross terms which are discusse
Sec. IV C. In the limitM51, previous work@25# has shown
that for the excitatory and inhibitory populations, the cortic
power has the form

Pe~kx ,v!5AeE
2`

` dky

uk21qe
2u2

, ~19!

Pi~kx ,v!5E
2`

` Ai1ky
41Ai2ky

21Ai3

uk21qi
2u2uk21qe

2u2
dky , ~20!

where

qi5~12 iv/g i !/r i ~21!

and theAa depend onv and kx but are constants of th
integration. Similarly for them population,

Pm~kx ,v!5E
2`

` Am1ky
41Am2ky

21Am3

uk21qm
2 u2uk21qe

2u2
dky , ~22!

where

qm5~12 iv/gm!/r m . ~23!

Thus, to a first approximation, we can write fora5e,m,i ,

uqau'1/r a , ~24!

which represents the onset of spatial filtering due to tha
neural population. For long-range excitatory power, this c
be seen qualitatively from Eq.~19!, where fork,uqeu the
power spectrum is flat, and fork.uqeu it is of the formk2g

with g approximately constant. Similar reasoning applies
05191
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the m and i spectra. We henceforth refer tokx'uqeu,kx
'uqmu, and kx'uqi u as thee,m, and i knees, respectively
since they manifest themselves as knees in the spectrum

The inclusion here ofMÞ1 does not affect these approx
mate relationships which determine the general form of
wave-number spectrum@25#, but alters its detailed shape. W
note here simply that the spatial component ofM depends
only on theDa , which in turn depend on axonal rangesr a .
The quantityM differs significantly from unity only at wave
numbers above'qm , so we expectM to have little effect on
the cortical spectrum for wave numbers belowuqmu, and
greatest effect at them and i knees whereM changes rela-
tively quickly.

For our purposes, sufficient qualitative analytic insig
into the spectral structure can be obtained from Eqs.~19!,
~20!, and ~22!, so the integrals are not calculated explicit
here, but are evaluated numerically in what follows. For e
plicit analytical results of similar integrals, see Ref.@25#.

B. Azimuthally averaged 2D spectrum

We calculate the full 2D wave-number spectrum to allo
comparison with data obtained from 2D electrode arrays
the cortex. The simple case of an isotropic cortex in wh
activity is independent of direction is considered first, fo
lowed by the more general and realistic anisotropic case
which a typical length scale in the anterioposterior direct
~front to back! differs from that in the mediolateral directio
~left to right! @47,48#. In both cases, the power at a give
wave-number is integrated over all directions, giving a sp
trum that can be presented as a function ofk5uku. This
facilitates comparison in Sec. VI B with experimental da
collected by Barrieet al. @24#, which is summed in the sam
way.

For an isotropic cortex the transfer functions~11!–~13!
have no angular dependence, so integrating over direc
simply introduces a factor of 2p. Therefore, the power in the
three populations is given by

Pe~k,v!5
2puLeGesPfnMlu2

r e
4uk21qe

2u2
, ~25!

Pm~k,v!5
2puLmGmsPfnMlDeu2

r e
4r m

4 uk21qe
2u2uk21qm

2 u2
, ~26!

Pi~k,v!5
2puLiGisPfnMlDeu2

r e
4r i

4uk21qe
2u2uk21qi

2u2
. ~27!

The denominators give the wave numbers that correspon
the onset of spatial filtering due to each of the populations
approximated by Eq.~24!.

For an anisotropic cortex we convert to polar coordina
and introduce an elliptical anisotropy wherebyr a

2 is replaced
as follows:

r a
2⇒ 2r a

2~cos2u1b2sin2u!

~11b2!
, ~28!
2-4
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whereb51 corresponds to the isotropic case, and typica
b'2 in the cortex@47,48#. Note that the mean̂r a

2& is un-
changed by this replacement. Making this substitution,
have

Pe~k,v!5AeE
0

2p uM u2ucos2u1b2sin2uu22

uk21qe
2u2

du, ~29!

Pm~k,v!5AmE
0

2p uMDeu2ucos2u1b2sin2uu24

uk21qe
2u2uk21qm

2 u2
du,

~30!

Pi~k,v!5AiE
0

2p uMDeu2ucos2u1b2sin2uu24

uk21qe
2u2uk21qi

2u2
du, ~31!

whereM (u) is as given in Eq.~16! but with

Da~v!5
2k2r a

2

11b2
~cos2u1b2sin2u!1~12 iv/ga!2. ~32!

C. Cross terms

As mentioned earlier, the experimentally measured po
tial is a linear combination of the fields of the three neur
populations@28#. The measured power for the 1D spectru
for example, is then given by

P~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

uWefe1Wmfm1Wif i u2dky ~33!

5We
2Pe1Wm

2 Pm1Wi
2Pi12WeWmPem

12WeWi Pei12WmWi Pmi , ~34!

where theWa represent the relative numbers of each type
neuron in the cortex, weighted by structural and orientat
factors that affect their ability to generate observable pot
tials @28#. TheWa are assumed here to be independent ov
andk. The quantitiesPe , Pm , andPi are derived above, an
the quantitiesPem, Pei , and Pmi are incorporated numeri
cally into formulation of the cortical power spectra using

Pab~kx ,v!5ReE
2`

`

fa~k,v!fb* ~k,v!dky , ~35!

for a,b5e,m,i . For 2D spectra the analogous equation is

Pab~k,v!5ReE
2`

`

fa~k,u,v!fb* ~k,u,v!du. ~36!

D. Constraints on the midrange population

We have introduced a second excitatory neuron pop
tion, thereby increasing the number of parameters in
model. In particular, we have introduced the quantitiesr m
and Wm which, respectively, describe the mean range a
weighted contribution to the observable power of the n
population. We now summarize the constraints on th
05191
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quantities imposed by physiological and anatomical cons
erations of the recurrent collateral system.

The range of excitatory recurrent collaterals in huma
varies from 0.5 mm to 3 mm@21#, though collaterals in mon-
keys have been found up to 6 mm to 10 mm in leng
@45,46#. We therefore require thatr m*0.5 mm in all of our
modeling, and approximate the mean range byr m52 mm,
noting that ranges greater than 6 mm are consistent w
physiology.

The relative contribution of the midrangem population is
affected by both cortical connectivity, and orientation a
structural factors which affect the neuron’s ability to gener
observable potentials. These quantities are not well qua
fied in the literature, however, the probability that a neur
synapses on a nearby neuron is'10% @49#, thus we expect
the weighting of them population to be'10% of that of the
e population. This figure is not adjusted for structural facto
since both populations emanate from the same~pyramidal!
neurons. Inhibitoryi neurons, however, contribute much le
to the observable power due to their lower prevalence, th
structure, and their nonaligned orientation@25,50#. We there-
fore setWm50.1We in all our modeling, and takeWe1Wm
1Wi51 without loss of generality. Here, we make the a
proximationWe'0.9, as listed in Table I, which is consiste
with physiological, anatomical, and other modeling stud
@21,25,50#.

V. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

In this section, we study the predicted theoretical corti
wave-number spectra. We analyze both the projected
spectrum and the full 2D spectrum, and discuss their
quency dependence via a cortical dispersion relation.
model parameters used to generate the spectra in each
are given in Table I. Wherever possible, these are taken
rectly from experiment, although more often only phys
ologically realistic ranges can be deduced, which can ea
span a factor of 2. In such cases, the parameters are
mated from extensive comparisons and fitting of the mo
to experiment, and always lie within the physiologically r
alistic ranges. The estimated parameters for a given b
state accurately reproduce data from a wide variety of
periments, including both spatial and temporal EEGs a
ERPs, with only modest variations in their values, and
always consistent with known physiological constraints. F
thermore, within our model, significantly different combin
tions of parameters do not produce results that are consis
with experiment. This lends confidence that if the theo
accurately models brain dynamics, the actual parameter
the brain are close to those given in Table I. For a m
extensive discussion of the model parameters and their
plicability to genuine brains for a variety of brain states, s
Refs.@30,32#.

A. 1D projected spectrum

The predicted 1D spectrum given by Eq.~34! is shown in
Fig. 2. The solid curve represents the observable po
P(kx ,v), the dashed curves represent the power due to e
of the three populationsPe ,Pm , and Pi , and the dotted
2-5
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TABLE I. Parameters used in the model. The second and third columns give human parameters,
fourth gives rabbit parameters. The human parameters were chosen based on both physiological c
ations and previous work using this model, and values of the new independent parameterr m and the weight-
ings Wa are discussed in Sec. IV D. The rabbit parameters were adapted from human parameters
awake eyes-open state based on physiological and anatomical considerations, as discussed in Sec.

Parameter Anesthesia Eyes closed Rabbit Unit

t0 0.08 0.08 0.015 s
r e 80 80 15 mm
r m 2 2 1.4 mm
r i 0.05 0.05 0.05 mm
ge 100 100 250 s21

gm 3000 3000 2000 s21

g i 105 105 53104 s21

a5b/4 50 120 75 s21

Ges5Gms5Gis 1.3 3.9 5.0
Gse 0.3 2.6 1.0
Gsr 20.2 23.0 21.0
Grs 2.6 0.6 20.1

Gee5Gmm 1.0 6.2 4.0
Gii 21.9 210 22.3
Gre 4.0 0.3 0.5
Gsn 7.0 5.0 3.0
We 0.9 0.9 0.9
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curves represent the power due to the cross terms,Pem,Pei ,
and Pmi . The model parameters used to generate this s
trum are given in Table I under the heading ‘‘anesthesi
and are very similar to those used by this model to gene
temporal power spectra, ERPs, and scalp wave-number s
tra @25,28,30,32#.

The observable spectrum has a plateau in power at
wave numbers, followed by three regions of power-law d
crease, each separated by an incompletely developed pla
This is similar to the theoretical EEG spectrum produced
this model@25# which has a low-kx plateau followed by two
regions of power-law decrease. The third power-law decre

FIG. 2. One-dimensional wave-number power spectrum fr
Eq. ~34! derived from the model~solid line!, integrated over 5 Hz
< f <50 Hz. Also shown are the weighted power contributio
from each of the neuron populations 2We

2Pe , 2Wm
2 Pm , and 2Wi

2Pi

~dashed lines!, and their weighted interference power contributio
~dotted lines!. Parameters are for human brains under anesthe
given in Table I.
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region in the present work is due to the introduction of t
midrangem population. A further difference between the co
tical spectrum presented here and the scalp spectrum@25# is
the lack of filtering due to volume conduction through t
head in the present case.

In order to better understand the spectrum, we exam
each of the contributing curves individually. Consider fir
the power contributionsPe, Pm, andPi , from each neuron
population ~dashed curves in Fig. 2!. Each of these has a
low-kx plateau followed by a power-law decrease, with t
transitional knee between the two behaviors occurring at
wave numbers given by Eq.~24! for Pe ,Pm , andPi , respec-
tively, similarly to the scalp spectrum@25#. We have shown
previously that the slope of the high-kx power-law region in
each case is23 in the limit M51 @25#. The effect of non-
unity M is slight kinks in the curves atkx'103 m21'1/r m

andkx'104 m21'1/r i . Note that these kinks are not obv
ous for the parameters used to generate Fig. 2.

Consider now the interference power contributions~dot-
ted curves in Fig. 2!. These are intermediate in charact
between the two interfering populations, for example,Pei

has a knee at bothuqeu anduqi u, with a slope varying from 0
at kx,uqeu to 23 at kx.uqi u. Similarly, Pem and Pmi each
has two knees and reaches a maximum slope of23 at large
kx .

The observable spectrum is simply the sum of the in
vidual curves considered above. Thus, we find that the
servable spectral power decreases with wave-number acc
ing to the power law

P~kx ,v!}kx
2g , ~37!

ia,
2-6
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 67, 051912 ~2003!
where the exponentg varies within the range 0<g<3. The
exact value ofg at each point of the spectrum depends on
model parameters, but must lie within this range. This re
for the cortical spectrum is the same as that for the sc
spectrum@25#, except for the fact that in the scalp spectru
wave numbers abovek0'25 m21 are additionally filtered by
volume conduction of the signal as it passes through
head, giving a greater maximum value of the exponentg.

B. Azimuthally averaged 2D spectrum

We first investigate the isotropic 2D spectrum, then tu
our attention to the more general anisotropic case. The
tropic 2D spectrum predicted by the model is shown in F
3. The solid line represents the observable spectrum,
dashed lines represent the power due to each of the t
neuron populations, and the dotted lines represent the po
due to the cross terms. The parameters used to generat
spectrum are given in Table I, for rabbits. The model w
primarily developed to provide insight into the human bra
however, the lack of suitable published human 2D EC
data has necessitated the use of comparison with the a
able rabbit data. We now explore the theoretical spectr
and in Sec. IV compare the predictions with rabbit data.

Data were recorded from awake rabbits with open ey
hence we adapt human eyes-open parameters which
chosen based on both physiological considerations and
vious work using this model@25# as discussed above. Th
scale parameters, which are the most affected by the cha
are shown above the line in Table I. The long-range para
eterr e is reduced from the human value by a factor'5, the
ratio of linear scale sizes for rabbit and human brains@21#.
The shorter-scale ranges are increasingly less affected b
reduction in brain size, and so are reduced by increasin
smaller amounts. The mean conduction velocity in rabbit
ons is reduced from the human value tov'5 m s21 @51,52#,
which combined with the decrease in spatial rangesr a leads
to a change in the damping parameters according toga
5v/r a .

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional isotropic wave-number power sp
trum from Eq.~34! derived from the model~solid line!, integrated
over 5 Hz< f < 100 Hz. Also shown are the weighted power co
tributions from each of the neuron populations 2We

2Pe , 2Wm
2 Pm ,

and 2Wi
2Pi ~dashed lines!, and their weighted interference powe

contributions~dotted lines!. Parameters are for awake rabbit brain
given in Table I.
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Parameters below the line are not directly related to br
size, and so are left unchanged from their human values.
one exception is the thalamocortical inputGas which has
been increased from the human eyes-open value by a fa
of 5 to reflect the fact that the ratio of midbrain to cortic
cortical inputs is higher in rabbits than in humans by a
proximately this factor@21,53#. Note that the human spec
trum is easily obtained by using appropriate parameters,
does not differ qualitatively from the rabbit spectrum.

Let us now consider Fig. 3. The spectrum is similar to t
1D spectrum in that it consists of a low-kx plateau followed
by regions of power-law decrease due to the finite range
each of the neuron populations. The most striking differen
is the large hump in them and i power curves beginning a
kx'1/r e . We investigate this further by studying the ind
vidual power curves separately. We begin by exploring
curves in the limitM51, and later infer the effect ofM
Þ1.

A cursory inspection of Eq.~25! reveals that in the limit
M51 the isotropicPe spectrum decays ask24 for large k,
with a plateau below the knee atk'1/r e . For thePm spec-
trum in the limit M51, there is also a low-k plateau owing
to the fact that thek-dependent termsuDeu2,1/uk21qe

2u2, and
1/uk21qm

2 u2 in Eq. ~26! all plateau at low wave numbers. Th
first two of these three terms change from plateaus to fou
order power-law regions at a knee given approximately
1/r e , though the first increases and the second decrea
thereby approximately negating one another’s effects
most parameters. There are, however, certain parameter
which the terms fail to entirely negate one another. This
curs when the knees do not exactly coincide. The knee
the first and second terms occur at 1/r e to a first approxima-
tion, but differ due to the second term on the right hand s
of Eq. ~15!, and are given, respectively, by

k15uAv2/ge
221u/r e , ~38!

k25uAv2/ge
2211au/r e , ~39!

wherea is the real part of the second term on the right ha
side of Eq.~15!. For most parametersa'0 and the knees
coincide, especially forf *20-30 Hz. ForaÞ0, we would
expect either a dip or a hump in the spectrum, depending
the sign ofa, due to the different onsets of power-law beha
ior. It turns out thatk2 never falls far belowk1, but for
certain gain parameters it becomes significantly larger t
k1 thereby producing a hump, and is particularly sensitive
changes in intracortical gainGee. Thus the effect of the first
two of the three wave-number-dependent terms is a pla
for all k with a possible hump at around 1/r e for certain
parameters. The third term 1/uk21qm

2 u2 has a plateau fork
&1/r m , and decreases ask24 above this. Thus, the midrang
excitatory spectrumPm has a low-k plateau that turns down
ward at a knee at 1/r m and decays thenceforth ask24, with
an additional hump beginning atkx'1/r e for some gain
parameters. For the rabbit parameters given in Table I th
is such a hump, due to the different onsets of power-l
behavior.

-

,
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S. C. O’CONNOR AND P. A. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 051912 ~2003!
Similar comments apply to thePi inhibitory spectrum and
hence the cross spectra, forM51. The contribution of non-
unit M is minimal, and similar to that of the 1D cas
Namely, it can contribute to the kinks at 1/r m and 1/r i . This
effect is increased somewhat for certain model parame
such as largeGee and largea, as discussed in Sec. V C.

Thus the isotropic 2D spectrum takes the form of a pow
law given by Eq.~37! where the exponentg varies within the
range 0<g<4 for all of parameter space, except for possib
kinks atk51/r a .

We now consider the effect of introducing the angu
anisotropy~28!, shown in Fig. 4. The solid line gives th
isotropic spectrum discussed in relation to Fig. 3, and
broken line gives the anisotropic spectrum withb52 in Eq.
~28!. The only effects on the spectrum are an increase
overall power and slight shifts of the three knees. The form
effect is due to factors of the formu11b2u/ucos2u
1b2sin2uu, the integrals of which are greater forbÞ1 than
for the isotropic caseb51. Consequently, the appearance
thesek-independent factors in Eqs.~29!–~31! results in an
increase in power. The latter effect is due to the spreadin
neuron ranges overA2/(b211)r a to A2b2/(b211)r a ,
which smooths and shifts the knees.

Thus, angular anisotropy shifts the spectrum witho
strongly affecting its shape.

C. Dispersion relation

We have shown above that both the 1D and 2D spe
can be represented as power laws with exponentg, whereg
depends on the model parameters but in general mus
within the ranges 0<g<3 and 0<g<4 for the 1D and 2D
spectra, respectively. We would expect the spectra andg to
also depend on temporal frequency in somek andv ranges
due to the existence of a cortical dispersion relation@21,25#.
We now investigate this dispersion relation as it is predic
from our model. We first study the kernel function

Ke5
1

uk21qe
2u2

, ~40!

upon which power spectra strongly depend, and then turn

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional wave-number spectrum, parame
for awake rabbit brains, given in Table I. The anisotropic spectr
~dotted line! is slightly shifted relative to the isotropic spectru
~solid line!.
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attention to other frequency-dependent factors which in
ence the wave-number spectrum.

The kernelKe is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of fre
quency and wave-number for model parameters corresp
ing to the eyes-closed condition, as given in Table I. Fig
5~a! shows the function over the approximate wave-num
range for which our continuum approach is valid. There i
striking correlation between frequency and wave num
along the linev5kv at highk andv. This correlation can
be derived from the dispersion relation obtained by sett
the denominator of Eq.~11! to zero, i.e.,

k2r e
21qe

2r e
250. ~41!

At high v the dendritic filter functionL approaches zero
giving

qe
2r e

25~12 iv/ge!
2, ~42!

which we substitute into Eq.~41! to give

v56kv~17 i /kre!, ~43!

and at highk

v'6kv, ~44!

to leading order ink.

rs

FIG. 5. The kernel functionKe51/uk21qe
2u2 as a function of

wave number and frequency. Panel~a! covers the approximate
wave-number range over which the model is valid and shows str
structure along the linev5kv. Panel~b! shows greater detail a
low spatial and temporal frequencies, with maxima at frequenc
corresponding to alpha and other resonant rhythms. The gray s
is logarithmic and its full range of shades spans 12 orders of m
nitude in the upper panel and~for clarity! three orders of magnitude
in the lower panel, both with the same maximum brightness.
2-8
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 67, 051912 ~2003!
Figure 5~b! shows that there is little structure apart fro
at low k and v. Here we see strong structure at the alp
frequency'10 Hz, and weaker structures at its harmonics
the beta and gamma frequency ranges, reflecting the d
nant signals seen in waking, eyes-closed EEG. There is
strong structure below 2 Hz, the delta frequency range
also features in recorded brain activity. Along the abscis
there is strong structure for wave numbers below'25 m21,
with diminishing strength at higher wave numbers. The fu
tion v5kv is shown as a dashed line.

The temporal frequency power spectrum is obtained
integrating the kernel functionKe over wave number, and th
excitatory wave-number power spectrum is obtained by in
grating it over frequency. By examining Fig. 5~b! we can see
that the structures predicted by our model at lowk andv are
much more extended along wave number than along
quency, as reflected in the fact that wave-number spe
have fewer and broader peaks than frequency spectra
deed, summing Eq.~40! over wave number at each fre
quency produces a temporal frequency spectrum with h
power at low frequencies, and spectral peaks at the a
frequency and its resonant frequencies corresponding
beta1, beta2, gamma, etc. Similarly, summing Eq.~40! over
frequency at each wave number produces a wave-num
spectrum of the same form asPe , i.e., with a low-kx plateau
and a high-kx power-law decrease, with the knee between
two behaviors at'1/r e . Figure 5 shows how the spectra
the temporal and spatial domains are linked via the cort
dispersion relation. We see that for low frequenciesf
&100 Hz!, the dispersion relation influences the brain d
namics of our model strongly only fork&50 m21. These
wave numbers include the first of the three power-law
creases in the theoretical wave-number spectrum, Fig. 2.
power-law exponentg in this region indeed varies with fre
quency, reflecting the dispersion relation, as found using
model to study scalp wave-number spectra@25#.

We now turn our attention to whether temporal frequen
affects thek spectrum for wave numbers above'50 m21 by
considering frequency-dependent functions in our model
this wave-number rangeKe is featureless forf <100 Hz
apart from a general decreasing trend with increasing w
number. The functionsKm51/uk21qm

2 u and Ki51/uk21qi
2u

show no strong structures at all, due to their relatively sim
mathematical form, a result of the fact that only the lon
range excitatory neurons project to the thalamus. Thus t
contribution to spectral shape should be independent of t
poral frequency. The dendritic filter functionsLa affect only
the vertical scaling of the wave-number spectrum and h
no effect on its shape. The single remaining consideratio
the behavior of the frequency-dependent quantityM. This
remains very close to unity over all frequencies for m
parameter regimes; however, there exist certain region
parameter space in whichM does not remain constant ove
frequency. In particular,M varies with frequency for large
values of excitatory intracortical gainsGee andGmm, small
values of inhibitory intracortical gainGii , and large values
of the dendritic delay parametera.

In summary, we find that within the experimental fr
quency range 0 Hz, f <100 Hz, the spectral shape
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greatly affected by cortical dispersion for wave numbers
low '50 m21, however at larger wave numbers the spect
shape is largely independent of frequency for most reali
parameters. Note that the normalization of the wave-num
spectrum does depend on frequency, and at high frequen
spectral power decreases asv25, though this is not of con-
cern here since the spectra presented are arbitrarily nor
ized.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In this section, we compare the predicted wave-num
spectra derived from the model with spectra obtained by
periment. We have previously compared the theory with
perimental scalp wave-number spectra@25#, which showed
excellent agreement over the available data range 7 m21

&kx&100 m21. We now compare the theory with exper
mental cortical wave-number spectra which span hig
wave numbers due to the better resolution on the cor
There is very little published experimental data due to wh
the scope for comparison is limited, and thus we concent
on those aspects of the model which can be supporte
refuted by the available data, pending future studies. The
projected spectrum is compared with data obtained by F
manet al. @23# from 1D recording arrays in five human sub
jects. The 2D theoretical spectrum is compared with d
obtained by Barrieet al. @24# from three areas of rabbit neo
cortex.

A. 1D human spectrum

Freemanet al. @23# recorded human ECoGs from a line
array of 64 electrodes 3.2 cm long placed on the expo
superior temporal gyrus or motor cortex of five voluntee
four of whom were under propofol anesthesia, the ot
awake. This array gives a wave-number range of 100 m21

&kx&6300 m21, though the lower portion 100 m21&kx
&200 m21 is not well resolved since it requires implicit ex
trapolation of the data beyond the length of the array@54#.
The portion above 200 m21 is therefore the most reliable.

The results are shown as broken lines in Fig. 6~dotted
lines for the anesthetized subjects and a dashed line for
awake subject!, overplotted with a solid line representing th
theoretical spectrum produced from parameters that prod
model EEGs similar to actual ones seen in anesthetized
jects @30#, as given in Table I~the same spectrum shown i
Fig. 2!. Both theoretical and experimental spectra are in
grated over the frequency rangef 55 –50 Hz. There is no
obvious difference between the waking and anestheti
spectra. Note that using the model anesthesia parameter
kernel Ke has similar dependence on wave number to
eyes-closed case depicted in Fig. 5; however, its struc
along the ordinate is quite different: the peak at the 10
alpha frequency is greatly reduced and its harmonic pe
entirely absent, and the strongest structure is at 3 Hz. T
mimics the changes in the frequency content of signals
corded from subjects under anesthesia@55,56#.

Freemanet al. @23# found a low-kx plateau followed by a
monotonic decrease in power with increasing spatial f
2-9
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S. C. O’CONNOR AND P. A. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 051912 ~2003!
quency up to'2500 m21. Above this, the power fluctuate
about a baseline, which Freemanet al. @23# argued was due
to high intensity narrow band noise above 60 Hz. They
dressed the appearance of the low-kx plateau by arguing tha
the concave-downward nature of the spectrum supports
pole model of cortical activity with fixed dipole orientatio
and nonuniform energy distribution, rather than Katznelso
dipole model@57# which assumes uniform energy dens
and randomly oriented dipoles@13,23#. In the range
250 m21&kx&2500 m21, Freemanet al. @23# measured a
power-law exponentg51.9760.14.

Comparing the experimental results with our model’s p
dictions, we see from Fig. 6 that the theoretical curve is
very good agreement with the observed curves. Our mo
explains the initial plateau and subsequent power-law
crease in terms of filtering through the midrangem popula-
tion in the cortex. The model indicates that rather than r
resenting noise, the high-kx plateau is likely a real
phenomenon occurring as the dominance in cortical acti
switches from the midrange excitatorym population to the
short-scale inhibitoryi population. For certain parameter r
gimes, however, such asr i*0.5 mm or r m&0.5 mm, our
model does not produce the final plateau, so we cannot
clude the possibility that the plateau represents noise; h
ever, these values lie at extremes of the physiologically r
istic ranges, as discussed in Sec. IV D. In the ran
250 m21&kx&2500 m21 our model produces a power-la
spectrum with exponentg51.8560.10 where the uncer
tainty arises from a slight variation over the frequency ran

Freemanet al. @23# extended their analysis to detect po
sible relations between spatial and temporal spectra by
culating the wave-number spectra in ten bins each 5
wide, up to 50-Hz@23#. The general shape of the spectru
was unchanged over the frequency bins. For the anesthe
subjects, the power-law exponentg was not frequency de
pendent; however, for the awake subject it increased fr
1.5 at the alpha frequency ('10 Hz) to 2.5 at the gamma
frequency ('40 Hz). The theory presented here predicted
Sec. IV B that the spectrum is independent of temporal
quency forkx*50 m21. This agrees with Freeman’s obse

FIG. 6. One-dimensional wave-number power spectrum for
man brains under anesthesia, for 5 Hz< f <50 Hz. The theoretical
spectrum derived from the model, using parameters for anesth
in Table I ~solid line!, and cortical data recorded by Freemanet al.
~Ref. @23#! from four subjects under anesthesia~dotted lines! and
one awake subject~dashed line!.
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vations for anesthetized subjects, however, does not exp
the observed increase ing for the awake subject. Increasin
the range parameterr i to 0.5 mm gives a slight frequency
dependent increase ing in our model; however, it is not
sufficient to explain results of Freemanet al. In any case,
Freemanet al.studied only one awake subject and conclud
that this was insufficient to deduce robust differences
tween waking and sleep spectra, so we leave the resolu
of this possible discrepancy for future work.

Neither theoretical nor experimental results provide e
dence thatg fluctuates with frequency at highk as it does for
k&50 m21 @19,20,25#. This supports our argument that di
persion related temporal effects do not significantly influen
the shape of wave-number spectra at largek.

B. 2D rabbit spectrum

Barrieet al. @24# implanted square arrays of 64 electrod
with 0.79-mm interelectrode spacing onto the epidural s
face of the left hemisphere of rabbit neocortex. Such an a
gives data over a wave-number range 400 m21&k
&4000 m21, though the portion 400 m21&k&700 m21 is
not well resolved because it requires extrapolation bey
the length of the array@54#.

Note that Barrieet al. padded their 838 spatial data
points with zeros to give 32332 points, and showed thei
results over a wave-number range 200 m21&k
&4000 m21, where the lower portion 200 m21&kx
&400 m21 contained spurious points as a result of the z
padding; we discard these in the present comparisons.

Ten rabbits were implanted with electrodes, two with
rays on the visual cortex, five on the auditory cortex, a
three on the somatic cortex, and recordings were made in
waking state. Experimental spectra were obtained by ap
ing a 2D fast Fourier transform, then radially integrating
obtain the spectrum with respect to a single wave-num
parameterk. Results of Barrieet al. are shown in Fig. 7.
Note that the power in the visual cortex has been reduced
a factor of 10 to facilitate comparison of the spectral sha
with the theory, which is in any case arbitrarily scaled w
respect to power. Each broken line represents the averag
40 spatial spectra for one of the three cortical areas.

-

sia

FIG. 7. Two-dimensional wave-number power spectrum
awake rabbit brains, for 5.0 Hz< f <100 Hz. The anisotropic theo
retical spectrum derived from the model, using parameters for
bits in Table I~solid line!, and cortical data recorded by Barrieet al.
~Ref. @24#! from three neocortical areas~broken lines!.
2-10
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 67, 051912 ~2003!
theoretical spectrum is shown in Fig. 7 as a solid line, w
parameters given in Table I, integrated over the freque
range 5 Hz< f <100 Hz.

Figure 7 illustrates excellent agreement between the
served and predicted spectra. Both spectra have a low-k pla-
teau with a knee atk'600 m21, followed by a monotonic
decrease in power with increasing frequency for 600 m21

&k&2400 m21, and both spectra flatten out at;2400 m21.
In our model, this shape arises naturally as the midra
excitatory signal which dominates at lowk is filtered out, and
dominance switches to the short-scale inhibitory populati
Note that the peak near 4000 m21 in the experimental data i
an artifact reflecting the spatial Nyquist frequency for t
electrode arrays@24#.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have extended our existing continuum model of c
ticothalamic dynamics by further considering the structu
in the brain which can contribute to spatial filtering a
hence be important in determining the form of the wav
number power spectrum. The resulting introduction of
short-scale population of excitatory neurons models the
citatory recurrent collateral system.

The model was used to derive the cortical wave-num
spectrum. This was found to consist of a low-kx plateau fol-
lowed by three regions of power-law decrease, each s
rated by an incompletely formed plateau. The low-kx plateau
is due to the long-range excitatorye neurons, which domi-
nate at global~low-kx) scales because of their prevalenc
structure, and aligned orientation. The first power-law
crease is due to filtering through these long-range axons,
dominance switches to the midrangem population, giving
the second plateau. At largerkx , the signal is filtered through
the midrange axons and dominance switches finally to
inhibitory i population, which is in turn filtered out at ver
small scales~large kx). Thus the three power-law region
reflect the filtering through physical structures in the bra
namely, the long-range excitatory axons, the midrange e
tatory recurrent collaterals, and the short-range inhibitory
ons. The inclusion of any additional neuron populatio
such as a short-range excitatory population, would m
likely result in an additional region of power-law filtering
however, since the continuum model is not valid at ve
largekx and experimental data at very largekx would require
unfeasibly small electrode spacings, the single inhibit
population already included in the theory should suffice
model all populations below'0.3 mm.

We can view the spectrum as having three distinct wa
number regions, each comprising a power-law region
surrounding plateaus. The first region,'10 m21&kx
&100 m21, has been studied previously@25# and shown to
give excellent agreement between theory and experime
scalp data, for both eyes-closed and eyes-open condit
Here we have explored the second wave-number reg
100 m21&kx&6000 m21, and found extremely good agree
ment between theory and experiment, using cortical d
rather than scalp data because of the finer spatial resolu
With reference to the 1D human data, Freemanet al. sug-
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gested that the spatial spectrum and its power-law expo
are mainly determined by the depth within the cortex of t
current generating neuron, the location of the synapses,
the properties of the dendrites@13,23,58#. In the context of
our model, the physiological factors outlined by Freem
et al. @13,23,58# indeed affect spectral shape and slope, p
marily by their influence on model parametersr m ,Wa , and
a. Experimental investigation of the third region,kx
*6000 m21, would require using a cortical array with elec
trode spacing smaller than 0.5 mm.

We also explored potential relations between tempo
and spatial spectra. Within the context of our model there
strong evidence for a cortical dispersion relation, the fi
structure of which produces such phenomena as the a
rhythm and other resonances in the temporal frequency s
trum, and also produces the plateau-plus-power-law form
the wave-number spectrum. In this way the link between
temporal and spatial domains can be easily visualized.
model predicts that for usual experimental frequenciesf
<100 Hz, the wave-number spectrum is strongly depend
on frequency forkx&50 m21, and independent of frequenc
for kx*50 m21. Thus, we expect the first wave-number r
gion to reflect the fine structure of the dispersion relation,
the second and third regions to be approximately invari
over frequency. Indeed, we have shown previously@25# that
the first region depends strongly on frequency via fluctuat
of the power-law exponentg over frequency. We have show
here that the exponentg and spectral shape in the seco
region do not depend on frequency.

Similarly, Freemanet al. @23# found no evidence for dis-
persion related effects for the anesthetized patients over
wave-number range they investigated, 250 m21,kx
,2500 m21, in agreement with our model. For the sing
waking subject, however, Freemanet al. found an increase in
the power-law exponentg with increasing temporal fre-
quency, contrary to our prediction that the wave-numb
spectrum is independent of frequency in this wave-num
region. More experiments are needed to determine whe
this represents a robust difference between anesthetized
waking spectra.

The 2D spectrum was also derived here and compa
with experiment. We have shown that in the 2D cortic
spectrum, the magnitude of the maximum theoretical pow
law exponentg is 4. In the 1D projected cortical spectrum
the maximum exponent decreases to 3 due to the integra
over one dimension ink space. We have shown previous
@25# that for scalp spectra the maximum exponent increa
due to additional filtering through the head.

The theoretical 2D spectrum was presented for parame
corresponding to a rabbit cortex by scaling the relevant
man parameters to account for known differences betw
human and rabbit physiology. A possible concern is t
boundary conditions would have a greater influence on
namics in the smaller rabbit brain, however, the correspo
ing increase in long-range cortical damping would mitiga
the effects. In any case, possible effects would be signific
only at large scales, not at the relatively large wave numb
studied here. Thus there is conceivably very little influen
from boundary conditions in the rabbit brain, which is fu
2-11
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ther supported by the excellent agreement between the
nite 2D model and the experimental results obtained by B
rie et al. @24#.

The analysis of wave-number power spectra using
theory enables us to noninvasively probe physiology and
estimate parameters such as mean neuronal range. An
technique which enables noninvasive probing of physiolo
and brain state is the calculation of correlation and cohere
functions. These quantities have been previously studied
ing our model@31#, and comparison with data pointed to th
existence of an excitatory neuron population with me
range'6 mm. This range is consistent with the midran
population introduced here, further supporting the asser
that such a population significantly affects cortical dynami

In conclusion, we have extended our existing model
corticothalamic dynamics to investigate the wave-num
power spectrum on the cortical surface. Both the tw
dimensional spectrum and its projection into one dimens
have been explored, and shown to agree with experim
Spectral features such as plateaus arise naturally in
model, in agreement with experiment, whereas previou
such features have typically been viewed as aberrant.
have presented evidence of a cortical dispersion relation
ce

k

n

ti

.

o-
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.
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ns
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discussed the wave-number and frequency ranges w
which it is expected to significantly influence dynamics. T
spatial analysis presented represents one facet of a m
which is able to reproduce many apparently disparate asp
of brain behavior in a unified way.

Full exploration and verification of the theory would re
quire more wave-number data than are presently availa
Furthermore, with sufficient data, the predicted spectra co
be fitted in detail to the observed spectra in order to prov
insight into the parameters’ values from a new perspect
Similarly, direct physiological measurements of inferred p
rameters would explicitly test their accuracy. Thus, mo
k-space experiments, covering larger ranges of wave n
bers, would also enable further comparisons with the the
thereby strengthening confidence in its predictions.
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